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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Justification of the Problem
Reading is a basic life skill.

It is a necessity for a child's

success in school and life. (Anderson, 1984)
for almost all career choices and

It is an essential skill

for experiencing the life-long

pleasure of reading for entertainment and knowledge acquisition.
It is a commonly accepted premise that reading is the most
important discipline taught in the primary grades of school.
Teachers, reading specialists, curriculum coordinators,
administrators, and other educators spend vast amounts of time and
money deciding on the "best" approach to most effectively teach this
essential skill.

The list of teaching strategies includes such

approaches as the following:

basal reader approach, phonetic

method, whole language approach, linguistic approach, reading
mastery program (DISTAR), language experience approach, cloze
procedure, the K-W-L technique and many more. (Lerner, 1988)
Great sums of money are spent each year by school systems and
parents on different techniques and strategies for teaching students
how to read.

Because it is the most important discipline in

education, researchers generate more than 1200 reading projects
annually.

But despite all the funding and research priority, forty-

four percent of all adults in the United States do not read even one
book in an entire year. ( Trelease, 1989)

1

With all the attention placed on the mechanics of how to read,
educators have neglected to teach students to want to read.
(Trelease, 1989)

The need for instilling in students the motivation

and interest to read has received very little attention from authors
and researchers. But Trelease (1989) and other reading experts
believe the main focus of reading instruction should be the
development of reading interests and consequently schools will
graduate more life-time readers.
The literature refers to two major goals of reading: the
acquisition of skills necessary for the mechanics of reading and the
development of reading interest necessary to become life-long
readers. These two goals should be considered simultaneously when
setting up a primary reading program. (Trelease, 1989)
A serious consequence of the skill based learning program is that
instructors separate the process of learning to read from the child's
discovery of the value of reading. (Kimmel and Segel, 1983)
Students do not see the connection between the hours spent doing
workbooks, worksheets, wall charts and tests with the enjoyable
leisure activity called "reading".

Many children, who are drilled on

reading skills, never learn to love to read and consequently never
read anything more than what is required. (Haney, 1988)
When any new skill is taught, it needs to be practiced in order to
be mastered. This is also true when it comes to mastering reading.
Students must practice reading in order to become proficient.

But

are workbook pages the kind of repetition the young readers need?
Trelease (1989, p. 9) posed the question, "Have you ever heard of a
2

parent who walked into a child's room late at night and found the
child in bed, under the covers, with a flashlight and a workbook?"
Students in primary grades spend up to seventy percent of the time
allocated for reading instruction in independent practice or
"seatwork".

An estimate of silent reading time in the primary

school class is seven or eight minutes per day or less than ten
percent of the total time devoted to reading. (Anderson, 1984)
Life-long reading results from the participation of students in
authentic reading, not isolated skill based instruction with no
application outside the classroom.

(Colt and Hiebert, 1989)

Students also spend very little time reading outside of the
classroom during their free time.

By only teaching the mechanics of

reading, educators are developing "school-time" readers.

Anderson

(1984) and the reading experts who filed "The Report of the
Commission on Reading,"

investigated how literate fifth graders

spent their free time outside of school. The results showed that
ninety percent of them devoted less than one percent of that time to
reading and thirty-three percent of the time watching television.
So it seems that one can conclude that after students have
passed through the primary grades, in which they acquire the
mechanics of reading, they have lost the interest in reading or may
have never developed the interest.
The author of this study feels that the time to develop this
interest is in the primary grades when students are establishing the
foundation skills of reading.

But the question that is raised is, "How

do we develop the interest in students to become active readers?"
According to Trelease (1989), an often quoted authority on
3

motivating students to read,

the necessary link that is missing

from many classrooms is a daily read aloud program. This program
is the cohesive bond
acquisition.

between skill instruction and interest

Reading literature aloud to children is the best

advertisement for books.

It can expose students to a wide variety of

literature, which will expand their interest base, and instill in them
a desire to read. It introduces students to the joys of reading and
gives them incentive to learn the skills necessary to perform the
act of reading.
Unlike workbooks, reading aloud from literature, by a proficient
reader, shows a child the end result of practicing the mechanical
skills.

If a child has an interest in dinosaurs, for example, and a

teacher reads a book orally on that subject, he will see that reading
can fulfill in him a need for information acquisition as well as serve
as a form of entertainment. Kimmel and Segel (1983, p. 12) stated
that:
Reading aloud to children from literature that is
meaningful to them is now widely acknowledged
among experts to be the most effective, as well as
simplest and least expensive, way to foster in
children the lifelong love of books and reading.
Reading aloud to students provides many benefits besides
developing interest, which the author is concentrating on for this
study.

Some of the other benefits include:

improving listening

skills; increasing vocabulary; improving reading comprehension;
improving grammar and language skills; and assisting students in
becoming better writers. (Michener, 1988) The reason the author is
4

mentioning these other benefits is to further emphasize the link
between skill acquisition and a read aloud program.

By reading aloud

to students, the pupils not only increase their interest in reading
but also improve their reading skills.
If reading aloud to students is so beneficial then, why is the
percentage of teachers participating in this teaching practice so
low? Trelease (1989) puts the number of teachers reading to their
students regularly at thirty percent.
One of the major reasons little oral reading is going on in the
schools is the movement toward accountability of schools and
teachers, which is often measured by standardized tests.
Unfortunately, a test cannot measure which students will turn to
books for pleasure and for continued learning in the years after
graduation and which ones will never open a book again.(Kimmel and
Segel, 1983)
The author of this study agrees with the thoughts that Kimmel
and Segel presented in 1983. Their ideas seem to be even more true
today.

In this age of competency tests, publicized proficiency tests,

and achievement tests, teachers feel more pressure than ever to fill
the school day with only activities that will teach to the test.
The writer of this document feels there is a need for more
research in the area of the benefits of a read aloud program.
Teachers could then use these results to justify the valuable school
time they are using to engage in this essential and enjoyable
activity of reading aloud.

5

Problem Statement

The purpose of this study was to analyze the effects of a read
aloud program on the interests of second grade students toward
reading.

Hypotheses
1. There is no significant difference between pretest and
posttest reading interest scores of second grade students who have
been exposed to a read aloud program designed to expand interests
toward reading.
2. There is no significant difference between pretest and post
test reading interest scores of second grade boys who have been
exposed to a read aloud program designed to expand interests toward
reading.
3. There is no significant difference between pretest and post
test reading interest scores of second grade girls who have been
exposed to a read aloud program designed to expand interests toward
reading.

Assumptions
In order to carry out this study the writer must make the
following assumptions.

The author must assume that interests can

be measured. The writer must also assume that the twenty-four
6

students, in the population being studied, will answer the questions
conscientiously.

Limitations
One limitation to this study is the group, in which the
independent variable is being administered to, is very small (twenty
four students in a second grade classroom).
There are some limitations that deal with internal validity that
the author needs to admit. The first is the effect of history in
which uncontrollable events may cause the students' interests in
reading to change. The second limitation is the effect of maturation
in which a student naturally matures and gains more knowledge and
interest in different types of books.
validity is the effect of pretest.

A third limitation of internal

This variable refers to the fact

that the pretest could be a learning experience to teach the students
how to respond to statements on the post-test.
The limitations dealing with external validity that apply to the
author's study are the compounding effects of pretest and the
interaction effects of selection and treatment.

Compounding

effects of the author's "interest" pretest could sensitize the
students to what the treatment is and the difference in results
could be due to this sensitization and not the effect of the
treatment. Therefore, the author cannot generalize the results to
other groups. (Fuchs, 1980)
Interaction effect of selection and treatment would apply to this
author's inability to generalize the results of the study to other
groups, such as other second grade classrooms.
7

Definition of Terms
Reading Mechanics are the phonetic, contextual, and
comprehension skills necessary to carry out the act of reading.
Reading interest is the power of arousing a feeling of desire to
read.
Reading aloud refers to the act of reading orally to others to
inform or entertain.
A Read aloud program is the preconceived daily activity of
reading orally to students in a classroom.
A life-time reader is an individual who reads for information
and entertainment throughout life.
Literature refers to books, stories, or poetry of good quality.
When the author refers to the teacher in this paper, the
feminine pronoun "she" will occasionally be used.
When the author refers to the student in this paper, the
masculine pronoun "he" will occasionally be used.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

When a primary teacher enters the classroom on the first day of
the school year, she encounters students with a wide array of
reading interests and knowledge of books.

What accounts for this

vast difference in reading interests and knowledge? The author of
this study felt it was necessary to understand the factors that
influence reading interests prior to conducting a study in which she
will attempt to change or broaden the reading interests of her
students.

Factors that Influence Primary Student's Reading Interests

After reviewing the literature, the author was able to conclude
that there are at least five factors that influence a primary
student's reading interest. They are: a child's past experiences that
result in uniquely personal preferences;
development;

a student's cognitive

a child's level of intellectual maturational

development; the type and variety of books the pupil has been
exposed to since birth; and the personal value and enthusiasm a
teacher shows for books and reading.
One factor that influences a primary student's reading interests
9

is the kaleidoscope of past experiences which result in uniquely
personal preferences.(Hickman, 1983) Children who have gone on
trips, walked in parks, taken family vacations and gone to zoos or
museums will have more background knowledge relevant to school
reading than children who have not had these experiences. (Anderson,
1984)
A child who has witnessed and experienced many events in their
young lives will have broader interests and a desire to find out more
about these events than a child who has limited experiences. Books
and other reading material can provide the information to answer
the questions of the "experience rich" child. Answers to questions
about nature, science, history, geography and much more are there to
be found in books. (Larrick, 1975)
A child who has had various first hand experiences and has drawn
knowledge from the events is more likely to understand and be
interested in books that deal with a similar situation. (Anderson,
1984) A student that has visited a museum, for example, and
closely studied the model of the wooly mammoth and discussed it
with his parents is much more likely to choose a book dealing with
this extinct creature than a child who has not has this experience.
A second factor that influences a student's reading interest is
his cognitive development. Children's reactions to books in general,
and to particular titles as well, depend on many elements beyond an
individual teacher's control. One of these elements is the student's
cognitive development. (Hickman, 1983)
Cognitive development and intellectual growth is determined by
the genetic makeup of a child as well as environmental influences.
10

A child needs to be exposed to a wide array of stimuli and
experiences to develop the intellect he acquired genetically from his
parents. But wide exposure to experiences alone is not enough. The
way in which a parent or adult talks to a child about an experience
influences what knowledge the child will gain from the event and
his later ability to draw on this knowledge when reading.

It is the

"talk" about the experience that extends the child's stock of
concepts, associated vocabulary, and cognitive growth.

(Anderson,

1984)
The content of statements and questions and the manner in which
parents and adults
experiences.

phrase them influence what children learn from

Thought provoking questions stimulate the intellectual

growth needed for success and interest in reading.

For example, one

parent may ask a child, "What do you see under the windshield
wiper?", which is a convergent question. Another parent may ask a
more thought provoking, or divergent question such as, "Why do you
think there's a slip of paper under the windshield wipers?"
(Anderson, 1984)
While a rich background of experiences and oral language facility
are major contributors to cognitive development, reading aloud to
children is another very effective mode of expanding cognitive
development and interests. Children who have been read to on a
regular basis have had a great resource for acquiring more
knowledge and developing cognitive skills.

There is much

information in books, that help youngsters learn about the world, its
people, and the way they live. (Lamme, 1985) The books can take
students places and expose them to material that they could not
11

possibly experience or witness firsthand.

Literature experiences

and the "talk" that occurs after the read aloud session, expands the
intellectual development of a child as well as his interests,
curiosity, and desire for more knowledge.
Reading interest development depends on wide knowledge. The
more knowledge a child acquires, the more success he will have in
reading and the more likely he is to be interested in a variety of
topics when reading. (Anderson, 1984)
A third factor that influences a primary student's reading
interest is his level of maturational development. This factor is
referring to intellectual maturation rather than physical maturation.
Most students in the primary grades of school are in either the preoperational stage or the concrete operations stage of development
according to Piaget's stages of maturational development. (Lerner,
1988)
A child in the pre-operational stage of maturational development
is starting to learn about the properties and attributes of the world.
A student in this stage also does a great deal of fantasizing and
imaging about the world. (Sword, 1982)
Because of this fantasizing behavior, Sword (1982) claimed that
a child in this stage of development finds fiction very appealing.
The student discovers fresh enjoyment to everyday life experiences
through these make-believe stories.

Children in other stages of

development also enjoy fiction, but they will be of high interest to
students in the pre-operational stage of development.
A child in the concrete operations stage has his thoughts shaped
in a large measure by previous experiences and depend on concrete
12

objects that they have manipulated or understood through senses.
(Lerner, 1988)

A child in this stage will still enjoy fiction, but he

may also be greatly fascinated by non-fiction in order to answer his
constant questions about his experiences and the world around him.
If a child is exposed to literature that matches his maturational
level of development, there is a greater chance that an interest will
develop. Reading aloud to students is the most effective way to
trigger this interest.

(Trelease, 1988)

A fourth factor that influences a student's reading interest is the
type and variety of books he has been exposed to since birth. All
babies are born relatively equal in that they cannot speak, count,
read or write at birth. But by the time they reach school age they
are not equal. Some children come from homes in which the parent
or role model does not stimulate the child's interests by reading
aloud to them.

Books and reading are not encouraged. These

children will not have the broad reading interests that a child
exhibits who has been exposed to books at an early age. (Trelease,
1988)
By exposing children to many books and types of literature at a
young age, the youngsters will grow up with the perception that
books can be interesting, humorous, entertaining, informative and
thought provoking. (Lamme, 1985) If books have been a part of a
child's life since birth, it is highly likely that books will continue to
be important to him. (Trelease, 1988)
Some children may have been read to as youngsters but may have
experienced only one type of literature.

For example, if a parent has

an extreme interest in non-fiction, this may be the only type of
13

literature he reads aloud to his child. This student may not have
developed an interest in reading if this one type of literature does
not appeal to him. It is not only important to read to children but to
choose selections from a variety of literature.
A final factor that influences a primary student's reading
interest is the teacher and the personal value and enthusiasm she
shows for books and reading. Hickman (1983) feels that many
factors that influence a child's reading interest are beyond the
teacher's control, such as a child's cognitive and maturational
development and his life experiences. Yet there are some
classrooms where children's responses to literature are livelier and
more positive than others.

Hickman attributes this difference to the

teacher's attitude toward literature and reading.

Being excited

about children's books is contagious. Teachers who show excitement
and enthusiasm when reading aloud to students and make a point of
talking about books convey this enthusiasm to her pupils.
The love of reading is not innate, but it is a habit which must be
cultivated.

If educators teach students how to read without

instilling the enthusiasm, interest, and desire to want to read, then
teachers have done their students a great injustice. Teachers must
be readers themselves and have a passion for it. The more an
enthusiastic teacher imparts enthusiasm and acceptance of reading
interests, the more likely her pupils are to develop the habits of
lifetime readers. (Lesesne, 1991)
A teacher of primary children has a tremendous effect on a
child's reading attitudes and development of reading interests.
(Gray, 1982) Just as a child closely observes a teacher's
14

engrossment in a book during a period of "Silent Sustained Reading",
the youngster also notices her enthusiasm and great interest when
the same teacher is reading one of her favorite books aloud. This
excitement and great interest of books by the teacher spreads to her
students. (Butler, 1980)
In the section above, the author described five factors that
influence primary students' reading interest.

In the next section,

the writer discusses the positive effects a read aloud program has
on reading interests.

Positive Effects a Read Aloud Program
has on Reading Interests

By reviewing the literature, the writer was able to identify
seven positive effects a read aloud program has on the reading
interests of primary students. They are: exposes students to a wide
variety of literature;

exposes students to stories written above

their reading level; introduces children to pieces of literature that
they would have never chosen themselves; accesses students to the
wonderful, "hard to get into" books; sparks the children's interest in
the particular piece of literature the teacher has read;

promotes

discussion and gives students further opportunity to grow in
knowledge and expand interest;

and influences of the social setting

in which a child sees an important adult in his life enjoying and
valueing reading.
One positive effect a read aloud program has on reading interest
15

is the exposure of students to a wide variety of literature.

In the

section above, the author discussed the difference in experience
with books students have when they enter the classroom. Some
students have been read a variety of books since birth while other
children have very limited exposure to books and literature.

Some

primary students have already discovered that books fill needs such
as sources of entertainment and information, while other pupils look
at books as tools to do "school work".
A teacher can attempt to bridge the gap between these two
groups of students by reading aloud to them a vast array of different
types of literature. A teacher's read aloud program may be the key
to finding the type of book that "turns a student on" to reading. By
reading the students a variety of books, a child may get excited by a
type of book he has never heard before. Children who tend to limit
themselves to one type of book may be encouraged to try a greater
variety by hearing a book read that was chosen by a knowledgeable
educator. (Kimmel and Segel, 1983)
Teachers who already know the interests of the children they
teach and read books dealing with that interest are doing only part
of their job. Teachers need, in addition, to stimulate ideas and
create new interests in topics children never knew existed.

The

word "education" means "to lead out". Teachers have the opportunity
to lead pupils out from where they are and introduce them to the
vast world available to them through a variety of books. ( Shapiro,
1979)

A read aloud program makes this exposure to new interests

possible.
The stories a child reads in the basal reader are usually not
16

sufficient to spark the interest in a child to read a wide variety of
literature on his own. The basal reader does not usually offer
exposure to all the genres of literature and because they are often
skill based and have a controlled vocabulary, the natural excitement
of the story is often lost. (Fredericks, 1982)
Basal readers need not and should not be the only material a child
reads and is exposed to. (Zaidi, 1979) A read aloud program can be a
great supplement to the basal reader by providing samples of
different types of literature that the basal omits. The area of non
fiction is one in which many primary students are highly interested
in but are found only sparingly in most basal readers. (Zaidi, 1979)
Smith (1989) commented that reading aloud to students a
variety of literature

motivates them to read.

It stimulates and

expands their interest and appreciation of certain types of
literature.

Good literature gives children a perspective from which

to evaluate the books they read themselves. Their vocabulary
expands as well as information that will expand their knowledge and
prepare them for reading other material.
A second positive effect a read aloud program has on reading
interests is that primary students can be exposed to stories written
above their reading level.

Children can understand more

sophisticated books that are read to them than books they can read
alone. Until students reach the age of about twelve years old, most
children are better at listening than they are at reading. Around the
time a child reaches junior high school, his reading ability catches
up with listening ability.
Therefore,

Some poor readers never reach this level.

teachers at the primary level can choose books for
17

reading aloud that are a bit above their students' reading level.

By

doing this, teachers encourage them to read books that stretch their
reading skills. (Cullinan, 1992)
This means second graders are often listening three or four
grade levels above what they can read. A second grade class can and
should be read stories such as "Charlotte's Web". Reading aloud on a
higher level whets their appetite for books. The child sooner or
later yearns to imitate the reader and looks forward to the day when
he will be able to work such magic with words and books. (Trelease,
1989)
For the poor student whose inability to read has barred him from
access to literature, there is no substitute for a read aloud program.
Reading aloud to these students is a way to be sure these pupils are
not deprived of their rich literary heritage. (Kimmel and Segel,
1983) According to Hunt (1990), at-risk reading students enjoy
being read to and that such arrangements provide opportunities for
students to have models to imitate and be exposed to a wide variety
of literature they could have never read themselves.

Kimmel and

Segel (1983) stated that hearing good literature read orally make
the rewards of improving their own reading clear and tangible.
A third positive effect that a read aloud program has on the
reading interests of primary students is that students are exposed
to pieces of literature that they would have never chosen
themselves.

Reading aloud to the group provides children an access

to stories or poems that they could not or would not read for
themselves.

The general effect is to stimulate interest and to make

books as a whole, and one particular book, seem easier and more
18

desirable. (Hickman, 1983)
This positive effect is different from the second effect discussed
above in which a teacher is reading above a child's reading level.
Many capable readers will only pick from one type of literature due
to their lack of knowledge about other genres, not lack of reading
skills. A read aloud program can encourage them to try books they
never thought they would enjoy.
A fourth positive effect reading orally to a primary class has on
reading interest is that the wonderful, "hard to get into" books are
more accessible to all students. (Kimmel and Segel, 1983) The first
few pages of an unfamiliar book usually determines whether a child
reading independently will go on or give up and look for another book.
In some books the reader immediately knows what is going on and is
almost instantly swept up in the events of the story.

But some of

the best pieces of literature are the opposite. They give more
background information in the beginning.

Kimmel and Segel (1983)

believe that these books need to be used first in a read aloud
session. Young children need to learn that the first page of the story
will not always be a good indicator if this book will be one he is
interested in.

By hearing these types of books read aloud, they will

come to realize this concept.
A fifth positive effect that a read aloud program has on primary
students is that it sparks the children's interest in the particular
piece of literature the teacher has read, and pupils are more likely
to choose that book to read during recreational reading time than
other pieces of literature not read orally.

Morrow (1987) found that

the teacher's presentation was a key for book choices. Students she
19

observed chose books that the teacher had read aloud to them or they
had heard read by another adult on the "Reading Rainbow" video tape
more often than other books they had not heard orally.
A sixth effect that a read aloud program produces is that it
promotes discussions and give students further opportunity to grow
in knowledge and expand interests. When students have been touched
by a story, they want to talk about it. The students relate events
from the story to their every day life. Young students need this
discussion to correlate this piece of literature to their own lives
and world. (Cullinan, 1992)
Many teachers in the classrooms observed by Hickman (1983)
used the book discussions as a means for teaching their students
about literature. They talked about the author and illustrator and
other works available, which were written by the same author.

The

teachers would often ask the students to compare and contrast other
books they have read to this selection. Young children may also be
asked to categorize the books they have read. For example, is this
book a folk tale, biography, or a non-fiction selection?

By

categorizing books, students can start to understand what types of
literature are most appealing to them.
When a teacher reads an exciting book orally to students, they
usually wish to talk about the plot of the story and how they felt
about it. Mendoza (1985) surveyed 520 children concerning their
preferences about read aloud programs. He found that among
primary students 76 percent of primary students wanted to talk
about a book after hearing it read.
This author believes this is a optimum time to encourage the
20

children to expand their interests in books and suggest reading
these books or similar ones during their recreational reading.
A final positive effect a read aloud program has on reading
interests concerns the influence of the social setting in which a
child sees an important adult in his life enjoying and valueing
reading. Blatt (1981) commented that reading interests are greatly
improved when children see that adults they admire, value and enjoy
reading.

In the primary grades, a teacher is usually a major role

model in a child’s life.

If a child sees his teacher reading for

enjoyment, there is a great chance he will imitate this behavior.
The teacher does not always need to be the person reading the
story in a read aloud program. The admired adult can be an invited
guest, such as, a principal, janitor, mayor, parent, or others.
(Kimmel and Segel, 1983) This is an excellent way to show children
that reading is not just an activity done by teachers and students.

It

is also a means for convincing boys that adult males enjoy reading
too.

With such a high percentage of female primary teachers, it is

important to provide boys with adult male models also.
In the above section, the author discussed seven positive effects
a read aloud program has on the reading interests of primary
students.

In this section, the writer comments on three

misconceptions concerning read aloud programs.

Misconceptions Concerning Read Aloud Programs

After reviewing the literature and talking with other teachers,
21

the author of this study concluded that three major misconceptions
concerning read aloud programs are:

read aloud programs are

expensive to start up and maintain; reading aloud to students is not
as productive as basal and reading skill instruction; and once a
student begins to read, a read aloud program by adults is no longer
necessary or advisable.
The first misconception the author will discuss is the false
statement that a read aloud program is expensive to start up and
maintain. There is no funding necessary to start a read aloud
program.

If a teacher has access to a school or public library, she

has the capability to run a successful oral reading program in her
classroom. (Trelease, 1989)
There is an increase in emphasis on learning programs in
classrooms such as sets of materials, audiovisual sequences, or
computer-based learning programs.

Many of these programs reduce

the opportunities for actual reading by the children in the
classroom. Once the school system has bought expensive kits,
workbooks, dittoes, and videotapes, they must be used, and little
time is left for activities developed by the teacher.

A great

advantage of reading aloud is that one teacher can provide a rich
learning experience for a whole classroom of students and the books
can be borrowed for no cost from a library. (Kimmel and Segel,
1983)
A second misconception often cited is that reading aloud to
students is not as productive as basal and reading skill instruction.
In an article by Michener (1988), she reviewed the research and
compiled a list of eight positive effects a teacher read aloud
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program produced on the reading and writing abilities of students.
They are: helped students do better in beginning reading; improved
listening skills; increased their abilities to read on their own;
increased their vocabularies; improved reading comprehension;
helped them speak better; helped them become better writers and
improved the quality and amount of what students read and write on
their own. Can a basal series make the same claims?
McCormick (1977) reviewed the research which related how
children benefited from experiences they had in being read to. These
experiences resulted in better student reading performance, reading
interest and language development.
The basal and reading skill instruction is only one half of a
primary reading program. The other fifty percent of the program is
the teacher read aloud program and the recreational reading the
students do on their own. (Zaidi, 1979)
A final misconception is that once a student starts to read, a
read aloud program is no longer necessary or advisable.

Anderson

(1984) stated that oral reading by a teacher is a practice that
should continue throughout the elementary grades of school. He
feels there is no substitute for a teacher who reads children good
stories.

It whets the appetite of children for reading and provides a

model of skillful oral reading.
Trelease (1989) also feels that parents and teachers should
continue to read to children after they have begun to read on their
own. He said teachers and parents need to continue reading to
children for the same reasons they continue to talk to them: to
reassure, to entertain, to inform, to explain, to arouse curiosity, to
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inspire, and to be a role model.
Two additional reasons for continuing to read to students in the
primary grades, even though they are starting to read on their own
are : it increases their reading interests and students love to be
read to. In a survey conducted by Mendoza (1985) of 520 children, he
found that 94 percent of boys enjoyed being read to and 95 percent
of girls reacted positively to oral reading.
In the above section, the author of this study, reviewed the
literature concerning reading interests and read aloud programs.
From this information, she concluded that there are five factors
that influence a primary student's reading interests. They are: a
child's past experiences, a student's cognitive development, a pupil's
level of intellectual maturational, the type and variety of books a
child has been exposed to, and the personal value a teacher possess
toward books.
After reviewing the literature, the writer also identified seven
positive effects of a read aloud program. They include: exposing
students to a wide variety of literature; exposing students to
stories written above their reading level; introducing children to
literature they would have never chosen themselves; exposing
students to the "hard to get into" books; promoting discussions; and
influencing the social setting in which the child sees a role model
valueing reading.
And finally, the author found that the literature mentioned three
misconceptions that are often associated with a read aloud program.
They are: read aloud programs are expensive to start up and
maintain; read aloud programs are not as productive as traditional
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reading instruction; and once a student begins to read, a read aloud
program is not beneficial.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE

Subjects
The subjects were twenty-four second grade students (fourteen
boys and ten girls). The class was composed of students of
heterogenous abilities (high, average, and low abilities)

They were

radomly placed in the author's classroom. Four of the students had
been diagnosed as having learning disabilities in reading.
Twenty-three of the students were Caucasian and one was AfroAmerican.

The students came from low to middle income families.

Setting

School. The study was conducted in the writer's self contained
second grade classroom. The school was built in 1929. It is a well
maintained three story structure that originally housed grades
kindergarten through twelfth grades.

In 1977, the school merged

with a bordering school district that was much larger and had five
times as many students. The school now houses grades kindergarten
through sixth grades, a head start unit, and a severe behavioral
handicapped class.
district.

It is one of eight elementaries in the school

There are 198 students in the elementary building with one

session of each grade level.
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Community.

The school is located in a small town, of

approximately one thousand citizens, in northwest Ohio. The major
occupation of the area is farming or agriculture related.

There is a

larger city of 18,0000, seven miles away, which employs many of
the citizens.

Data Collection
Construction of the Data Collecting Instrument.

The author

constructed a Likert scale to measure the reading interests of the
second grade class. The instrument included ten statements
concerning ten different types of literature.

Under each statement

were five different responses the child could make concerning his
feelings toward that particular type of literature.

The child marked

just one response. The responses ranged from very positive to very
negative. A sample of the test is found in the Apendix (A.)
The instrument is valid because the statements were chosen
after reviewing the literature.

A major source the author consulted

was Trelease's (1989), The New Read-Aloud Handbook.
After the test was constructed, it was critiqued by seventeen of
the author's colleagues.

Suggestions and recommendations were

made and the author made revisions based upon them. This
critiquing was another check for content validity.
Before the Likert scale pretest was given, the questionnaires
were coded with a number for each child to control for the variable
of experimental mortality.

If a child would leave the school or test

group after the pretest was given, the author could then eliminate
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that test from the results.
By coding the tests, the author was able to separate the boys' and
girls' tests for the purpose of checking the null hypotheses.
The author used a similar coding procedure for the posttest.
The writer incorporated the same statements in the posttest as the
pretest but arranged them in a different order. By using the same pre
and posttest, the variable of change in instrumentation was not a
limitation in this study.

Administration of the Data Collecting Instrument. Before the
writer administered the pretest, she discussed with the subjects
the importance of marking the questionnaires as honestly as
possible. The second grade students are at the developmental stage
of maturity in which they wish to please the important adults in
their lives. The author was attempting to control for the variable of
the students answering the questions to please the teacher instead
of honestly.
The subjects were also told not to put their names on their
pretest questionnaires.

This act was also an attempt to eliminate

the limitation of the students not answering conscientiously.
The teacher read the test to the class orally to eliminate the
variable of students misunderstanding the statements due to poor
reading skills.

Scoring of the Data Collecting Instrument.
adjectives assigned to each statement

The five

received a numerical value.

They were: five for the response, "lots of fun", four for the
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response, "fun", three for "okay" two for "a little boring", and one
for "boring".

Design
The design used in this study was:

Ti X T2

A pretest of reading interests was given. The independent
variable, a read aloud program was administered.

A posttest of

reading interests was given. The study ran for ten weeks (March 15May 21).

Treatment

As stated above, the independent variable was the read aloud
program. The dependent variable was the reading interests of the
second graders.
When the author set up her read aloud program, she incorporated
these seven components, which she arrived at after reviewing the
literature extensively. The components are:

How would the

literature for the read aloud program be chosen?
the literature to the students?
take place?

Who would read

Where will the read aloud program

How much background information should be given

before reading the story?

What techniques should the orator use to

be an effective story reader? What happens after the literature is
read?

What type of record keeping will the author employ to

remember effective books read?
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How will the literature for the read aloud program be chosen?
The author reviewed the literature and consulted the experts to
compile a collection of appropriate read aloud books from many
genres of literature.

It was essential that the writer included all

the types of literature mentioned on the pre and posttest
questionnaires.
During the selection process, the author reviewed books,
handbooks, and educational journals that contained booklists
suggested for primary students. These resources often contained
annotated bibliographies which were very helpful when the author
chose the literature.

Sword (1982) claimed that these book lists

are very valuable to teachers looking for quality literature to read
aloud. In a survey conducted by Sword, she found that a large
number of teachers used selections provided by their students as a
major source of read aloud materials. She feels this is a poor way to
select materials. The educator should be the selector of the read
aloud material for young children to insure that a variety of quality
literature is being chosen.

Sword felt the booklists written by

experts in children's literature were an excellent resource.
But it is not enough to read just the abstract of the book
before reading it to the class. The orator needed to read the entire
book prior to reading it to students in a classroom. (Kimmel and
Segel, 1983)

By doing this, it acquainted the reader with the story

and allowed her the opportunity to critique the book.
A teacher should only choose pieces of literature she enjoys
reading. (Oppinheim, Brenner, and Boegehold, 1986). The reader
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needs to convey enthusiasm about the literature in order to motivate
students to read independently and develop interests. (Lesene, 1991)
If a teacher dislikes what she is reading to the students, the
enthusiasm will be missing.
The experts the author consulted for input in selecting quality
literature were:

librarians; fellow teachers; local university

language arts or children's literature instructors; and the author's
personal library and experience.
By using these resources, the writer was able to find some
literature that had already been proven to be of high interest to
second graders by the experience of the experts. One type of
literature that the author had difficulty finding high interest books
in was the area of non-fiction for the primary students.

Librarians

were a very good resource for finding interesting, readable non
fiction books for primary students.
literature for

This is an important type of

children because they find it very interesting and

useful and this type of literature is found sparingly in the basal
readers. (Zaidi,l 979)
A final area that the author considered when she chose the
literature for her read aloud program was the writings of the
students in her classroom. These creations are usually very
interesting and motivating to

primary students if they are given

worth and read aloud. (Fredericks, 1982)
Who will read the literature to the students? The author set up a
fifteen to thirty minute time period for the read aloud program. The
primary reader was the author, the classroom teacher.

But guest

readers were invited. Smith (1989) suggested that it spurs more
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interest to have other oral readers, in addition to the classroom
teacher, occasionally.
other teachers,

The guest readers included: the principal,

fifth grade reading buddies, the librarian, and other

guests selected by the class.
The writer had a conference with the guest reader prior to the
read aloud session. The purpose of the meeting was to choose the
book together and acquaint the reader with some techniques to use
when reading aloud to children. This meeting prevented the orator
from picking an inappropriate book and allowed the reader some
time to practice the book.
Where will the read aloud program take place? The independent
variable, or read aloud program, did not always take place in the
classroom. The decision for the location depended on three
criteria: content of the book, who the oral reader was, and input
from the students.

Some possible locations included: the

classroom, library, playground, park, science laboratory, et cetera.
How much background information should be given before
reading the story?

The reader should introduce a story to young

readers with some back-ground information.
Strickland, 1989)

(Morrow and

This pre-reading information

attracts the

attention and interest of many students before the actual reading
begins.

The information will also fill the gaps for those students

who have not had the first hand experience or exposure to the
subject matter being discussed in the book. This lead-in time can
make the difference between success and failure of the session.
Children should be told the name of the book and author and any
other information about them available. Youngsters seem to have an
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interest in this information, and it will enable them to associate
certain kinds of books with particular authors and promote more
interest and independent reading. (Mendoza, 1985)
Another helpful tool is the discussion of the setting. The lead-in
is the time to set the scene and generate interest in the content.
Younger children will benefit from discussion of the characters and
setting prior to the oral reading.

How much introduction is needed

depends on the listeners' experiential background relative to the
setting of the story.

(Dwyer and Isbell, 1990)

What techniques should the orator use to be an effective story
reader?

The following are some general suggestions found in the

literature that are useful guidelines for effective oral reading.
1.

Establishing eye contact is essential.

It makes the reader feel

valued and invited into the story. It provides the reader
opportunities to estimate the listeners level of interest and
comprehension. Good eye contact is facilitated through slower
reading and adequate knowledge of the test. (Dweyer and
Isbell, 1990)
2.

Providing good volume and clear enunciation is vital. (Dweyer
and Isbell, 1990)

3.

Varying pitch, volume and speed is effective in enhancing the
listeners' interest.

4.

(Dweyer and Isbell, 1990)

Skipping sentences, paragraphs, or even occasionally chapters
when the reader judges it is necessary to do
so to keep interest at an optimal level, is permissible.
(Kimmel and Segel, 1983)
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5.

Adjusting the reading pace to fit the story and the children in
the audience is effective. The most common mistake made is
reading too fast. The author needs to give the children time to
really think about what has been read. (Trelease, 1989)

6.

Allowing the students time for asking questions during a story
is an important step for the oral reader to include.

Mendoza

(1985) found sixty-two percent of primary children felt free
to interrupt a story and ask a question. Mendoza felt the
reason this percentage is not higher is because children are
taught that interrupting adults is rude and even though they
have an important question to ask, they refrain. Meanings of
words are common questions.
7.

Waiting to show the illustrations until the author has read
at least part of the book is another effective technique to
use when reading aloud. Children in the age of television have
fewer opportunities to form mental images than earlier
generations did.

By not showing the illustrations

immediately, the children are forced to make their own
mental pictures. (Kimmel and Segel, 1983)
8.

Setting up a routine time for reading each day is another
useful guideline for oral reading.

This is a time period the

students can depend on and look forward to. (Trelease, 1989)
9.

Not hesitating to stop reading a book after it is obvious that
this selection was a poor choice is the final suggestion.
(Trelease,! 989)
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What happens after the literature is read? After the reader is
finished with the selection, she should ask the students
interpretive, thought provoking questions.

The orator should allow

the students time for discussion and sharing of opinions.

Some

books arouse emotions or ideas that need to be dealt with after
reading.

The teacher should avoid turning post-reading time into

quizzes about books. (Lamme, 1985)
The oral reader should use this discussion time to expand the
listeners' interests and knowledge of books. This is a time to
compare and contrast books read in the past and make
recommendations of other books students can read by the same
author or subject.
And finally, the reader can spark interest by adding a third
dimension to the books whenever possible. For example, have a bowl
of blueberries to be eaten during or after the reading of McCloskey's
Blueberries for Sales.

What type of record keeping will the author employ to remember
effective books read? A personal record of books used in the read
aloud program can assist the teacher in remembering what books
they have read in years past and how effective they were with a
particular grade or ability level.

This guide would also be effective

to share with other teachers. (Kimmel and Segel, 1983)
An example of the record keeping sheet is found in the Appendix B.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

Presentation of Results
Hypothesis One Result. Refer to Table 1. The mean score for
the pretest group of second graders was 31.16 and the standard
deviation was 4.13. The mean score for the posttest group of second
graders was 44.37 and the standard deviation was 4.47. The finding
was significant at the .05 level of significance; therefore, the first
null hypothesis was rejected.

TABLE 1

MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND t VALUES
FOR SECOND GRADE STUDENTS,
BEFORE AND AFTER, BEING EXPOSED
TO A READ ALOUD PROGRAM

X

S

Second Grade
Students

N

Pretest

24

31.16

4.13

Po sttest

24

44.37

4.47

t=9.03; p(.O5; df= 23
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Hypothesis Two Results. Refer to Table 2. The mean score for
the pretest group of second grade boys was 31.00 and the standard
deviation was 3.80. The mean score for the posttest group of second
grade boys was 43.71 and the standard deviation was 4.85. The
finding was significant at the .05 level of significance; therefore,
the second null hypothesis was rejected.

TABLE 2
MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND t VALUES
FOR SECOND GRADE BOYS,
BEFORE AND AFTER, BEING EXPOSED
TO A READ ALOUD PROGRAM

Boys

N

Pretest

14

31.00

3.80

Posttest

14

43.71

4.85

X

t=6.26; p<.05; df=13
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S

Hypothesis Three Results. Refer to Table 3. The mean score
for the pretest group of second grade girls was 31.40 and the
standard deviation was 4.45. The mean score for the posttest group
of girls was 45.30 and the standard deviation was 3.91. The finding
was significant at the .05 level of significance; therefore, the third
null hypothesis was rejected.

TABLE 3

MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND t VALUES
FOR SECOND GRADE GIRLS,
BEFORE AND AFTER, BEING EXPOSED
TO A READ ALOUD PROGRAM

X

S

Girls

N

Pretest

10

31.40

4.45

Posttest

10

45.30

3.91

t=6.5; p<.05; df=9
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Discussion of the Results
The results presented in the above tables indicate that all three
null hypotheses were rejected.

It would appear that the difference

in pre and posttest reading interests scores of the second graders in
this study could be attributed to the treatment, the read aloud
program.
In this section, the author discusses these results in reference
to the literature, the writer's experience, and the limitations of the
study.
The results of this study reflect the findings of McCormick
(1977), who found that reading aloud to children has a direct
relationship with the development of reading interests,

reading

performance, and language development.
The results were similar with the findings of Blatt (1981).

She

studied a group of students for four years. The purpose of Blatt's
study was to improve reading interest by providing children time to
read, using literature to teach reading, and by reading aloud to
children. The results indicated that students' interests developed
because they are influenced by the social setting.

When children

see an adult they value reading, they are affected in a positve way
and thus their attitudes and interests toward

reading improves and

expands.
Mendoza (1985) conducted a survey of 520 children concerning
read aloud programs. One of the questions was, "After a book has
been read to you, do you want a chance to look at it or read it
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yourself?"

Ninety-three percent of primary students answered yes.

Mendoza's results reflected the author's findings, in that as the
children were exposed to a wide variety of literature through a read
aloud program, the children became interested in books that they had
marked on the lower end of the interest scale on the reading
interest pretest.

Hickman (1983) found that reading aloud to

students provides children an access to stories or poems that they
could not or would not read for themselves. She goes on to say that
the general effect of a read aloud program is to stimulate interest
and make books as a whole seem easier and more desirable.
The author of this study witnessed the students' enthusiasm and
interests in the books she read orally to the students during the
planned read aloud time. The pieces of literature read aloud became
the most popular and "in demand" books in the classroom. Students
also began requesting other books by the same subject or author.
The author of this study has seventeen years experience teaching
primary students.

During this time, she read books aloud to her

students as much as possible, but it was a supplemental or "timefiller activity."

The author did not utilize a planned, daily read

aloud program prior to this study. She simply incorporated it when
time allowed.
read.

She also spent little time selecting the piece to be

She often allowed the children to choose the selection.

Before

the writer conducted this study, she observed the students enjoying
her occasional read aloud sessions and she looked upon these periods
as a form of entertainment. The author felt "guilty" using valuable
"teaching minutes" on a daily basis for entertainment.

She felt the

students should be spending this time reading themselves. One of the
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reasons the author chose this topic to research was because she
wanted to justify the use of this enjoyable activity on a daily basis.
When the author set up her read aloud program, she utilized the
seven components mentioned in Chapter III in her planning periods
prior to the read aloud sessions. The writer feels that these
components had a direct effect on the results achieved in this study.
She feels that incorporating

them into her planning period

attributed to the success of the treatment. The components are:
deciding what pieces of literature to read aloud, where the session
will take place, who the orator will be, how much background
information will be given before the reading, effective oral reading
techniques, follow up activities and questions, and the form of
record keeping necessary to remember effective books read.
By incorporating these techniques in her read aloud program, the
author discovered that oral reading sesssions required as much
planning and preparation time as other academic subjects, such as
mathematics or english. Time needed to be spent outside of the
classroom choosing the literature, selecting the reader and a
reading location.

Time was also spent practicing the selection and

the "effective reader techniques.

Planning sessions also included

thought provoking questions to follow the stories and accurate
record keeping of books read, for future use. The author was
surprised by the amount of time and energy these planning sessions
took.

But she knew the effort was worth it when she noticed how

excited the students were becoming about the daily read aloud
sessions and the books that were read to them. Even though the
treatment required a great deal of time and effort, the author felt
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that the seven suggestions made in the literature, were necessary to
make a change in the dependent variable, the reading interests. The
author believes that the results would not have shown the dramatic
improvement in reading interests without the use of the seven
components of the read aloud program.
Another very important element of the author's treatment
program was that the reading sessions were held on a daily basis.
The literature overwhelmingly supported this. (Anderson, 1984)

The

author felt uncomfortable and unsure of this at first but found her
feelings changing as the weeks went by. The writer observed the
students' interests in books broadening and their excitement for
books peaking even before the posttest was administered.
When the author evaluated the results, she needed to take into
consideration the limitations of her study.

One of the major

limitations was the fact that there was not a control group to
compare the test group to. As the author discussed in Chapter I,
there are several limitations that deal with internal validity that
apply to this study. They include: the effect of history, the effect of
maturation, and the effect of pretest. The limitations that deal
with external validity that apply to the author's study are: the
compounding effects of pretest and the interaction effects of
selection and treatment.

The author can not generalize these

results to other groups.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
Reading is widely regarded as a basic life skill and the most
important discipline taught in school.

Great sums of money are

spent each year by school systems and parents on different
techniques and strategies for teaching students how to read.
Researchers generate more than 1200 reading projects annually.

But

despite all the funding and research, forty-four percent of adults do
not read even one book in an entire year (Trelease, 1989) and
Anderson (1984) claimed a group of fifth graders studied showed
that ninety percent of them devoted less than one percent of their
free time outside of school reading books.
The proponents of read aloud programs in schools feel that the
missing ingredient in the development of life-long readers is the
development of strategies for teaching students to want to read.
Much of the literature reviewed claimed that a daily read aloud
program is the most effective method of achieving this goal.
The purpose of this study was to analyze the effects of a read
aloud program on the interests of second grade students toward
reading.
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Based on this problem statement, the following hypotheses were
generated:
1. There is no significant difference between pretest and posttest
reading interest scores of second grade students who have been
exposed to a read aloud program designed to expand interest toward
reading.
2. There is no significant difference between pretest and
posttest reading interest scores of second grade boys who have been
exposed to a read aloud program designed to expand interests toward
reading.
3. There is no significant difference between pretest and
posttest reading interest scores of second grade girls who have been
exposed to a read aloud program designed to expand interests toward
reading.
The author conducted this study with the twenty-four students in
her second grade classroom. The school is located in a rural
community. The design for the study was

Ti X

T2. The

independent variable for this study was a read aloud program and the
dependent variable was the second grade students reading interests.
The author constructed a Likert scale as a pre and posttest
instrument to measure the students' reading interests.
The treatment, the read aloud program, was conducted for ten
weeks.

During this time the author conducted a daily reading aloud

session in her classroom. The goal of these sessions was to expose
the students to a wide variety of literature.

By doing this, the

writer believed the students' reading interests would expand and
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increase.
The preparation for these read aloud periods involved a great deal
of thought and planning time. The piece of literature chosen, the
reader, the location, the presentation,

introductory and follow-up

activities, and record keeping were all components of the
preparation activity.
The results showed that there was a significant difference
between pre and posttest reading interest scores for the total
group, boys, and girls who have been exposed to a read aloud program
designed to expand interests toward reading.

All three null

hypotheses were rejected.

Conclusions
After completing this study, the author can make the following
conclusions:
1. A read aloud program is a very effective method to expose
primary students to a variety of literature.
2. For the students in the test group, the read aloud program
appears to be the cause of the increase in reading interest.

Recommendations
After completing the study, the author makes the following
recommendations:
1. The author recommends that teachers incorporate a planned
read aloud program in their classrooms.
2. The author recommends that the teachers incorporate the
seven components, mentioned in Chapter III, in their read aloud
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program.
3. The author recommends that this study be replicated in a
situation with a larger test group and a control group.
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APPENDIX A

Reading Interests of Second Graders

1. Reading poetry books is
lots o f fun

fun

O.K.

a little boring

boring

2. Reading chapter books without pictures is
lots o f fun

fun

O.K.

a little boring

boring

3. Reading picture books is
lots o f fun

fun

O.K.

a little boring

boring

4. Reading fairy tale stories is
lots o f fun

fun

O.K.

a little boring

boring

5. Reading books about real people is
lots o f fun

fun

O.K.

a little boring
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boring

6. Reading books about our earth is
lots o f fun

a little boring

fun

boring

7. Reading make-believe ( fantasy) stories is
lots o f fun

fun

O.K.

a little boring

boring

8. Reading books, written by my classmates,
is
lots o f fun

fun

O.K.

a little boring

boring

9. Reading stories about people from other
countries is
lots o f fun

fun

O.K.

a little boring

boring

10. Reading stories that repeat the same words
over in a pattern is
lots of fun

fun

O.K.

a little boring
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boring

APPENDIX B

A PERSONAL RECORD OF BOOKS READ ALOUD

BOOK TTTLE

DATE OF READING

LISTENERS

RATING AND/OR
REACTIONS

(EXAMPLE)
Charlotte's Web

December 1982

Matthew and Sarah
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Like Wilbur, we'll
never forget Charlotte.
We didn't want the book
to end.

APPENDIX C

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CHILDREN’S
BOOKS READ DURING THE STUDY

Adler, David. A Picture Book of Abraham Lincoln. New York: Holiday
House, 1989.
Barrett, Judi. Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs. New York:
Macmillan Publishing Co., 1978.
Bishop, Claire Huchet. The Five Chinese Brothers. Canada: CowardMcCann Inc., 1938.
Carle, Eric. The Very Quiet Cricket. New York: Philomel Books,
1990.
Dahl, Ronald. James and the Giant Peach. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
Inc., 1961.
Glieter, Jan and Kathleen Thompson. Jane Adams. Milwaukee:
Raintreen Children's Books, 1988.
Guarino, Deborah.
1989.

Is Your Mama a Llama? New York: Scholastic,

Heller, Ruth. Animals Born Alive and Well.
1982.

New York:

Scholastic,

Kroll, Steven. Princess Abigail and the Wonderful Hat. New York:
Holiday House, 1991.
Lewis, Patrick. A Hippopotamusn't. New York: Dial Books, 1990.
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